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Abstract 
Gyssens, M., and D. Van Gucht, A comparison between algebraic query languages for flat and 
nested databases, Theoretical Computer Science 87 (1991) 263-286. 
Recently, much attention has been paid to query languages for nested relations. In the present 
paper, we consider the nested algebra and the powerset algebra, and compare them both mutually 
as well as to the traditional flat algebra. We show that either nest or difference can be removed 
as a primitive operator in the powerset algebra. While the redundancy of the nest operator might 
have been expected, the same cannot be said of the difference. Basically, this result shows that 
the presence of one nonmonotonic operator suffices in the powerset algebra. As an interesting 
consequence of this result, the nested algebra without the difference remains complete in the 
sense of Bancilhon and Paredaens. Finally, we show there are both similarities and fundamental 
differences between the expressiveness of query languages for nested relations and that of their 
counterparts for flat relations. 
1. Introduction 
Nested relational databases were introduced to model advanced database applica- 
tions more naturally [27,31]. In this model, a database consists of nested relations, 
which, unlike traditional flat relations, also allow set-valued components of tuples. 
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In analogy with the relational model, a nested algebra [27,37] and a nested calculus 
[ 1,361 were defined. Independently, database models based on logic were proposed, 
which generalize the relational as well as the hierarchical and network models 
[26,29]. In [l, 3,8,28] rule-based languages, in the style of Datalog [6, 381, were 
introduced. Both these logic and rule-based models can handle complex objects 
and, in that sense, do incorporate the nested relational model. 
Recently, much attention has been paid to the powerset algebra, obtained by 
adding the powerset operator, originally used in [29], to the nested algebra. In [ 11, 
Abiteboul and Beeri discuss a calculus and a rule-based language for nested relations 
and show them to be equivalent to the powerset algebra. In [19], we prove that 
various other formalisms too, obtained by adding programming constructs to the 
nested algebra, are equivalent to the powerset algebra. Furthermore, Hull and Su 
[23] and Kuper and Vardi [30] show that progressively allowing the powerset to 
occur deeper in expressions leads to a noncollapsing hierachy of query languages. 
In this paper, we illustrate the strength of the powerset operator by showing that 
in the powerset algebra, either nest or difference can be removed as a primitive 
operator. While the redundancy of the first might have been expected, that of the 
latter is not so intuitive. This result is also important because it shows the close 
relationship between nest and difference as nonmonotonic operations in the powerset 
algebra. Analogous observations can be found in the work of Abiteboul and Grum- 
bath [3], Beeri et al. [8] and Naqvi and Tsur [33]. The redundancy of the difference 
operator has as an interesting consequence that the classical nested relational algebra 
without the difference remains complete in the sense of Bancilhon and Paredaens 
[S, 9, 21, 34, 401. We also compare results about query languages in the context of 
flat and nested relations. In particular, we show that there are both differences and 
similarities between the least fixpoint closure of flat relational languages and the 
least fixpoint closure of the nested algebra. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, we give a short overview of the nested 
relational model, the nested algebra and the powerset algebra (Section 2). In Section 
3, we compare the nested algebra and the powerset algebra. In particular, we prove 
the redundancy of alternatively the nest and the difference operators. We also review 
some results regarding the equivalence of the powerset algebra to other extensions 
of the nested algebra. Finally, in Section 4, we compare results about query languages 
in the flat and the nested relational model. In particular, we discuss differences and 
similarities between the least fixpoint closures of the flat and the nested algebras. 
2. The nested relational database model 
In the traditional relational model of Codd [13, 141, a database consists of a 
collection of relations, which are essentially flat tables. In such a table, all entries 
are treated as atomic data. In nested relations however, tuple values need not be 
atomic, but can in turn be relations. Consider the following example. 
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{ MOTHER CHILD AGE} 
Nancy Jones Caroline 14 
Nancy Jones Edith 12 
Nancy Jones Lucille 9 
Fig. 1. 




Example 2.1. In Fig. 1, we show a table that represents a traditional, “flat” relation 
from a (simplified) social security database indicating mothers with their children 
and respective ages. Obviously, these data can be represented much better and more 
naturally in a nested relation such as in Fig. 2. In this nested relation, children with 
their age are grouped by their mother. Note that the first tuple in the nested relation 
of Fig. 2 contains the same information as the flat relation in Fig. 1; the second 
tuple represents a woman having no children. Nested relations thus provide an 
elegant solution for representing certain kinds of incomplete information. 
Basically we assume that we have an infinitely enumerable set U of atomic 
attributes and an infinitely enumerable set V of atomic values. We first explain how 
nested attributes and values, nested relation schemes, nested relation instances and 
nested relations are constructed from these. 
First, we define a nested attribute. Nested attributes can either be atomic or 
composed. The latter ones are sets of nested attributes (which can be composed in 
turn); the values associated to them are relation instances over that set of nested 
attributes, interpreted as a scheme. 
Definition 2.2. The set of all nested attributes % is the smallest set such that U E % 
and for each finite subset X of % in which no atomic attribute appears more than 
once, X E 4!L Nested attributes of U are called atomic; the other nested attributes 
are called composed. 
Example 2.3. If A, B, C E U then {{A, B}, C} is a composed nested attribute, but 
{{A, B}, B} is not (because B occurs twice). 
In the traditional flat relational model, a relation scheme is a set of attributes. In 
the same philosophy, we define nested relation schemes as follows. 
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Definition 2.4. A nested relation scheme 0 is a composed attribute. 
Hence a nested relation scheme is a set of nested attributes. If an attribute 
belonging to a scheme is atomic, then the values associated to that attribute in an 
instance of that relation are also atomic; if it is composed, then the associated values 
are in turn nested relation instances the scheme of which is precisely the composed 
attribute under consideration. 
Example 2.5. Reconsider the nested relation in Fig. 2. Its scheme is the composed 
attribute: 
{MOTHER, {CHILD, AGE}} 
It contains two attributes: the atomic attribute MOTHER and the composed attribute 
{CHILD, AGE}. The nested relation instance in Fig. 2 consists of two tuples. In 
these tuples, the values associated to MOTHER are atomic. The values associated 
to {CHILD, AGE}, however, are (flat) relation instances over {CHILD, AGE}: in 
the first tuple, Nancy Jones is associated to a three-tuple instance, whereas in the 
second tuple, for example, Barbara Hunt is associated to an empty instance. 
Observe that in Figs. 1 and 2 (and in subsequent representations of relations), 
each box represents a relation instance (be it nested or flat) the scheme of which 
is the set of attributes aligned with that box. 
We now formally define nested values, nested tuples and nested relation instances. 
Definition 2.6. The set 7” of all nested values, the set 9, of all nested relation 
instances over a composed attribute X, the set J “x of all nested tuples over X and 
the set 9 of all nested relation instances are the smallest sets satisfying 
(1) “Ir= vu4; 
(2) 4 = UXtO&r_l &‘; 
(3) 9a, consists of all finite subsets of TX; 
(4) yx consists of all mappings t from X into V, called nested tuples, satisfying 
t(A) E V for all atomic attributes AE X n U and t(Y) E 9,, for all composed 
attributes YE X - U. 
We now have all the necessary ingredients to define a nested relation. 
Definition 2.7. A nested relation is a pair (0, w ) where 0 is a nested relation scheme 
and w E 4n. 0 is called the scheme of the relation and o is called the instance of 
the relation. If 0 E U, then (0, w) is called a Jlat relation. 
’ Observe that % - Cl is, by definition, the set of all composed attributes. 
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Note that whenever W” is a set of nested relation instances over 0, we will denote 
by ({O}, ‘W) the nested relation wirh scheme (0) and instance {t E Yicnrl t(O) E W}. 
In this way, a nested relation instance over {a} is associated to each set of nested 
relation instances over 0. 
For the model of nested relations described above, we define a nested algebra, 
similar to the one in [37]. It is generated by eight operators, defined below. Basically, 
these operators are borrowed from the classical “flat” relational algebra, except for 
the nesting and unnesting. 
Definition 2.8. Let (0, w), (0, o,), (O,, ol) and (a,, w2) be relations. Suppose that 
the sets of atomic attributes from which 0, and a2 are built, are disjoint. 
l The union (0, wl) u (0, w2) equals (0, W, u w2); 
l The diference (0, wl) - (0, w2) equals (0, w, -wJ; 
l The Cartesian product (0,) w,) x (a,, w2) equals (a’, w’) where 0’ = 0, u O2 and 
l Let 0’~ a. The projection ~~~(fl, w) equals (O’, w’) where w’= {tInsI t E co}; 
l Let X&O. The nesting vx(Qw) equals (a’,~‘) where O’=(fi-X)u{X} and 
t(X) = ( t”lX 1 l”E w & t’l,_, = t”l,_,}}; 
l Let X E 0 - U. The unnesting pLx (0, w) equals (a’, w’) where 0’ = (0 -{X}) u X 
and 
W’={tE ~&WE w: tl,_(,)= t’l,_(,)& tl,E t’(X)}; 
Let (a, w) be a relation scheme. Let cp be a permutation on U. cp is extended in 
the natural way to %, to 4 and to “Ir: 
l The renaming p”(Q w) equals (p(O), p(w)); 
l Assume furthermore that ~(0) = a. The selection &‘(f2, w) equals (0, w’) where 
w’={tEWpiXEn: &t(X))= t(p(X))} 
Example 2.9. Reconsider Example 2.1. If we denote the flat relation in Fig. 1 by 
(a, a), then V~MKD,~GE)(@ w) yields the nested relation in Fig. 3. Clearly, this 
{ MOTHER { CHILD AGEI 1 
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nesting can be undone by the corresponding unnesting. Note however that in general, 
the opposite is not true. In particular, tuples with “empty” values are lost by 
unnesting: Unnesting the relation in Fig. 2 over {CHILD, AGE} also yields the 
relation in Fig. 1. 
Note that the Cartesian product is only defined for relations with completely 
“independent” schemes. This is actually not a severe restriction: It is indeed always 
possible to arrange that the schemes of two relations have no atomic attributes in 
common by performing an appropriate renaming. 
We end this discussion about the nested algebra operators with a notational issue. 
If the net effect of a renaming is changing the name of an attribute X into X’, we 
will denote this operation as pxstx, if no ambiguity is possible. Similarly, if selection 
comes down to checking whether the values for X and X’ are equal (upon renaming, 
in the case of composed attributes), then this selection will most often be denoted 
as axcx8. A similar notation will be used if X and X’ are sets of attributes of the 
scheme under consideration. 
Starting from variables, we can now construct nested algebra expressions (naes) 
of the form E(x, y, . . . ) by recursively applying suitable nested algebra operations. 
We will also allow the “special” relations (a, 0) and ({a}, (0)) to occur in naes; 
note that the former one can be obtained from the latter by set difference. 
In the sequel, we will (often implicitly) assume that naes are typed: The input 
type of an nae E(x, y, . . . ) is the sequence of schemes 0, a’, . . . for which the 
substitution of x, y, . . . by relations over these schemes makes sense. If E(x, y, . . . ) 
is an nae and r, s, . . . is a sequence of relations that agrees with the input type of 
E, then E(r,s,. . . ) is interpreted in the usual way as the relation obtained by 
substituting every occurrence of a variable in E(x, y, . . . ) by the corresponding 
relation. The common scheme of all resulting relations that can be obtained by such 
substitutions is called the output type of E. Finally, to avoid extensive use of brackets, 
we assume the following precedence on nested algebra operators: (1) unary 
operators, (2) Cartesian product, and (3) set operators. 
Recently, several attempts have been made to enrich the nested algebra. One of 
these consists of adding the powerset operator to the nested algebra. This operator 
was introduced by Kuper and Vardi in [29] as one of the primitive operators in 
their algebraic query language for database logic. Basically the powerset operator 
generates all subsets of a given relation. 
Definition 2.10. Let (0, w) be a relation. Let 2” denote the set of all subsets of w. 
Then (using the notation introduced at the end of Section 2) the powerset l7(fl, w) 
equals ({a}, 2”). 
Example 2.11. Reconsider the nested relation, say (a, w), represented in Fig. 2. 
ZI(fi, w) is the one-attribute four-tuple relation with scheme {{MOTHER, 
{CHILD, AGE}}} in Fig. 4. 
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We now consider the powerset algebra whose set of expressions is generated by 
the operators of the nested algebra, augmented with the powerset operator. An 
expression of the powerset algebra is called a powerset algebra expression (pae). 
3. Comparing nested algebra and powerset algebra 
It is a well-known fact that there exist reasonable queries which cannot be 
expressed in the flat relational algebra. In particular, Aho and Ullman [4] showed 
that asking for the transitive closure of a flat binary relation is such a query. A 
natural question is whether such queries can be expressed in either the nested algebra 
or the powerset algebra. A result in [35] stating that nested algebra expressions with 
flat input and output type can be translated into flat algebra expressions, shows that 
the transitive closure cannot be expressed in the nested algebra. On the other hand, 
as shown in [l, 221, expressing the transitive closure in the powerset algebra is 
indeed possible. In fact, results by Hull and 5.1 [23] and Kuper and Vardi [30] 
show that progressively allowing the powerset to occur deeper in expressions leads 
to a noncollapsing hierarchy of queries. The result in [35] shows that the correspond- 
ing hierarchy for the nested algebra collapses. 
This difference between the nested algebra and the powerset algebra can also be 
understood with a combinatorial argument. It can be shown (see [18]) that for each 
nae E(x), there exist nonnegative integers a, b and c such that for all flat relations 
r, IE(r)(c alrlb+c. This clearly implies that it is impossible in the nested algebra 
to express, in an instance independent way, the powerset of a relation. 
By a straightforward argument, it can be seen that all eight operators of the nested 
algebra are nonredundant. In the powerset algebra, however, the nest and powerset 
operators seem to be related in that they both increase the level of nesting in a 
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relation. Taking into account the increase in expressive power obtained by adding 
the powerset operator to the nested algebra, it seems reasonable to conjecture that 
the nest operator is redundant in the powerset algebra. 
Theorem 3.1. There is a pae in which the nest operator does not occur that expresses 
the nest operator. 
Rather than giving the formal proof, we illustrate the algebraic techniques used 
in the construction of such a pae on an example. We note that Theorem 3.1 also 
follows indirectly from a result in [l]. 
Example 3.2. Let 0 = {A, B} and let r = (0, w) be the relation in Fig. 5. We now 
construct a pae, not containing nesting, equivalent to vls)(r). Therefore, let 
J%(X) = ~~~,~,(~,})a~=~Z~~s,)a(,,)=(,3(rX~~(B,~PB,tS(~) x f17r-~B,~~B,cB(x)). 
E,(r), shown in Fig. 6, is the largest subrelation of r xl7~1-~.,~p,,,.(r) such that for 
each tuple t, t(B) is contained in t({B,}). We wish to obtain vlsI(r) as a subrelation 
of qA,fB,$?l(r) (after appropriate renaming). Obviously, only tuples t in E,(r) 
satisfying 
each tuple t’ with t’(A)= t(A) and t’(B) in t({B,}) is in r (*) 
{A 01 
Fig. 5. 
a 0 I 0 
a 0 0 0 
1 
a 1 1 1 
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can make a valid contribution to this projection. In order to select the tuples t of 
E,(r) satisfying (*), we first construct J&(r) with 
E*(X) = ~{A,B,{B,),B,}~{B,)= ,) (B (EI(x) X P~A,,B,,(~,~~-~A,B,~B,)~E,(~)). 
E*(r) is shown in Fig. 7. It is the largest subrelation of E,(r) x n-fB2jpB2tB(r) such 
that for each tuple t, t(&) is contained in t({B,}). Now let 
J%(X) = ~{A,B,(B,),B,)~(A,B*}={A,,~~}(~~(~) X P{A,,B+(A,B)(X)). 
ES(r) consists of all tuples of &(r) but the last. In general, a tuple of 
E3(r) if, after appropriate renaming, its projection on {A, B,} is also 
sequently, 
T{A,B,{B,))(&(r) - 6(r)) 
E2(r) is in 
in r. Con- 
consists of precisely all those tuples of E,(r) not satisfying condition (*). In our 
example, this is only the last tuple of El(r). Hence, if 
Ed(X) = E,(x) - n{A,B,{B,))(E2(X) - J%(X)) 
then E4(r), shown in Fig. 8, contains precisely those tuples of E,(r) that satisfy (*). 
Clearly, for each tuple t in E4(r) there exists a tuple t’ in viBj(r) such that 
t(A) = r’(A) and ~a~~,(r({B,1)) G UW). 
0 El 0 0 
0 q 0 0 
1 
0 cl 0 1 
1 





1 0 0 1 
1 
0 I 0 0 
0 cl 0 0 
1 
0 q 0 1 
1 
Fig. 7. 
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8. 
So, in order to obtain qBl(r) from TlA,cs,nE4(r) using appropriate renaming, we 
have to select from each group of tuples with the same A-value that one for which 
t({B,}) is maximal with respect to inclusion. Therefore, let 
J%(X) = “(A,~B,~,(B~}}“A=A,(E~(X) XP~A,,B,,{~,))+~A,B.~~,))E~(~)). 
E,(r), shown in Fig. 9, is the largest subrelation of 
rr(A)(r)X~~(B,~PB,tB(r)X~~1Bz)Ps2-B(r) 
satisfying the following condition: For each tuple f, there exists a tuple t’ in vx(r) 
such that 
t(A) = r’(A), 0 f PEtB, (f({&l)) E t’({W) and 
Id#Ps+B, (t({&l)) c t’({W) 
Now consider 
&(x) = ~~A,(~,),(B,))~+{A.s)=(A,,B~)(E~(X) x P A,,s,,~B,~~~(A,B,c*,I)E~(~)). 
E6( r) consists of all tuples t of E5( r), for which, after appropriate renaming, t({B,}) 
and t({&}) are not disjoint. Let 
J%(X) = E,(x) -J%(X), 
then E,(r) consists of all tuples t of Es(r), for which, after appropriate renaming, 
t({B,}) and t({&}) are disjoint. Hence E,(r) equals the relation in Fig. 10. 
Consequently, the projection of E,(r) onto {A, {II,}} contains exactly the projections 
of those tuples t of Ed(r) for which t({B,}) is not maximal. Hence, if 
E(x) = P~-B,(~~A,w,w%(~) - ~w,w,&x)) 
then E(r) yields the relation in Fig. 11, which is precisely qsj(r). 
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A closer look at the constructions in Example 3.2 reveals that most constructions 
are based on a subtle interaction of the difference with other algebra operators. This 
observation suggests that nesting and difference are somehow related. This thesis 
is further supported by two arguments. First, nesting and difference are the only 
nonmonotonic operators in the powerset algebra, i.e. the only operators that do not 
preserve inclusion. Secondly, in work on extensions of Datalog (e.g. [3,8,28,33]), 
it turns out that both grouping and negation are related and difficult to handle. 
Though in an entirely different context, Beeri et al. show in [8,33] that negation 
can be simulated by grouping and recursion. Therefore, one might wonder whether 
the nest operator and the difference can be used interchangeably in the powerset 
algebra. The answer to this question turns out to be affirmative. In order to make 
the proof of this claim more legible, we first establish two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let r = (0, w) be a relation. Let the global nesting N(r) denote the 
one-tuple relation 
({flI, {t E Tv2) I t(fi) = wl). 
There exists an nae (and hence a pae) in which the dtxerence does not occur expressing 
N(r) independent of w. 
Proof. Let cp be a permutation on U such that R and 0, = (p(0) have no atomic 
attributes in common (cp is extended to %, 4 and “I’ in the usual way). By considering 
the cases w = 0 and w # 0 it is readily verified that 
N(x) = ~(n~~{tn}}a(n,}={n} 
(v{n,(Q(x) u ((01, {0))) x qn,,({fu, (01)) u vn(x) 
always returns the correct result. 0 
Of course, there is a natural counterpart to the operator N introduced above. If 
r is a one attribute-relation over a scheme {a}, with 0 a composed attribute, then 
M(r) will denote the global unnesting pCLn( r). Of course, we always have A4N( r) = r. 
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is rather technical. Therefore, Example 3.5 has been 
added to serve as an illustration. The reader might want to go through both 
simultaneously. 
Lemma 3.4. Let r = (a, w) be a relation and let X, X’ be composed attributes of 0. 
Suppose there exists a permutation cp on U such that X’= q(X). q is extended to 9 
in the usual way. Denote by a$nx,=cd(r) (or uXnX,+, (r) if cp is understood) the relation 
(0, {t E w I cp(GO) n t(x’) =01). 
There exists an nae (and hence a pae) in which the dtyerence does not occur that 
expresses u$nx.=u)(r), independent of w. 
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Proof. Let cp, and ‘p2 be permutations on U such that 0, R, = (p,(O) and a2 = ~~(0) 
have no atomic attributes in common. Let X, = cpr(X), Xi = cpr(X’) and Xi = &XI). 
First consider the expression 
E,(x) = v,,~n”x,~~,=xj~x,l~i~~=~~(x x on,+n(x)). 
E,(r) is a relation over fl u {X,} containing all tuples t over 0 u {X,} for which 
tin E w, cprcp(t(X)) n pr(t(X’)) = t(XJ and t(X,) # 0. 
As a consequence, the projection of E,(r) onto C! consists of all tuples t E w for 
which cp(t(X)) n t(X’) # 0. What we need however are those tuples for which 
cp( t(X)) n t(X’) = 0. We can obtain this set fairly easy by the following “marking” 
procedure: 
E&) = VVC,)(E,(X) u x x ({X,1, {0))). 
E2(r) consists of all tuples t over fl u {{X,}} for which tin E w and, using a notational 
remark in Section 2 on the representation of one-attribute relations, 
t({XJ) = 
1 
{cprcp(t(X)) A cpr(t(X’)), 01 if cp(t(W) n f(W f 0, 
(01 if cp(t(X)) n f(X’) = 0. 
Hence the desired result can be obtained from E2(r) by a selection, followed by a 
projection, 
o?‘~nx+,(x) = E(x) = ~~c+w;~=w;~(E~(x) x yw;,({Xl, {0))). 0 
Example 3.5. Let r be the relation shown in Fig. 12. Let X = {I?} and X’ = {B’} and 
let cp be a permutation interchanging B and B’ and leaving A fixed. Then E,(r) 
and E2(r) respectively equal the relations in Figs. 13 and 14. Finally, we obtain 
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q 0 3 I 
Fig. 14. 
1: A IB) t B’ 1 1 
1) El Li_l/ 
Fig. 15. 
(+fB)ntBGI=O( r) = E(r) by first selecting from E2( r) those tuples with the appropriate 
{{B,}}-component and then projecting on the relevant attributes. The result is shown 
in Fig. 15. 
We can now show the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. There is a pae in which the dtfirence does not occur that expresses the 
diference. 
Proof. Let r = (0, w) and r’ = (0, w’) be relations over the same scheme. Since 
r - r’ = (r u r’) - r’, we may assume without loss of generality that w’s w. Let cpl 
and (p2 be permutations on U such that 0, 0, = ~~(0) and a2 = (p,(O) have no 
atomic attributes in common. We now define some paes the last of which will express 
the nest operator. For reasons of convenience, we assume throughout our comments 
in this proof that r # r’, i.e. that r - r’ is not empty. We invite the reader to check 
that the expressions below yield the correct result in the other case too. The first 
pae is 
6(x, Y) = rQ2,P,,(%2=0,(~(4 x Pn,+JT(x)) u U(x) x Pf+fAY)). 
E,( r, r’) is the relation over the scheme {a, 0,) consisting of those tuples t for which 
t(n) is a subset of o, t(flI)=cpI(t(R)uw’) and t(fl,)+@. Now let 
J%(x, v) = q2)~X,=X,(K(x, Y) x PI2,4C4X)). 
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It is easily verified that 
&(r, r’)=({O}, {t is a tuple in i7(r)(t(O)uo’=~}) 
=({O},{t is a tuple in 17(r)Iw-w’E t(O)}). 
In words, E2( r, r’) basically consists of all subrelations of r that contain r - I’. Hence 
the desired result is the smallest among all these subrelations, i.e. the one that has 
no tuples in common with r’. This selection is easily performed, provided we use 
the global nesting of Lemma 3.3 and the section introduced in Lemma 3.4. We may 
thus conclude that 
is the desired expression. 0 
It should be noted that the powerset algebra operators without nesting respectively 
without difference are nonredundant. Unfortunately, as can be seen from the 
construction in Example 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.6, expressing complicated 
queries in the powerset algebra almost invariantly yields an application of the 
powerset operator. Whereas the nested algebra can be implemented in a rather 
straightforward fashion by providing procedures for each of its operands, this 
approach is not suitable for the powerset algebra because of computational com- 
plexity. Therefore, it is interesting to observe that several other extensions of the 
nested algebra which lend themselves better to an implementation, are equally 
expressive as the powerset algebra. Most of these extensions were either introduced 
in [l] or in [ 191, or in both. Below we only define those which will be needed in 
the sequel. 
First, we explain how the nested algebra can be augmented with a fixpoint 
construct. Rather than viewing the least fixpoint as an operation that associates a 
relation to some expression (cf. e.g. [4]), we see the least fixpoint as a transformation 
on expressions. Let E(x) be an expression. We say that E(x) is an &J expression 
if: (1) the input and output types of E(x) are equal, (2) E(x) is monotone in the 
sense that it preserves inclusion of relations, and (3) E(x) is increasing, in the sense 
that for each relation r with the appropriate scheme, r c E(r). For an lfp expression 
E(x) we then consider its leastjxpoint E*(x); for each relation r with the appropriate 
scheme, E*(r) is defined as the smallest relation s for which r c s and E(s) = s. 
The Zfp-closure of the nested algebra is then defined as the smallest set of expressions 
containing all naes that is closed under least fixpoint and substitution. 
Similarly, we can extend the nested algebra with programming-like constructs. 
Here, we consider so-called while-loop queries. Suppose E,(x) and E2(x) are 
expressions with the same input type such that the output type of E,(x) equals its 
input type. With these two expressions, one can associate an expression F(x), such 
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that for each relation r with the appropriate scheme, F(r) is defined to be the final 
value of s in the program: 
begin 
s:= r; 
while E,(s) is not empty 
do 
s := I?$( s) 
od; 
end. 
(or undefined if the while-loop runs indefinitely). Analogous to the lfp-closure of 
the nested algebra, one can now define the while-closure of the nested algebra. For 
future use, we observe that the test condition in the above while-loop may be 
replaced by a more elaborate one, without changing the expressive power. 
Now Theorem 3.7 follows from results in [l] and [19]. 
Theorem 3.7. The powerset algebra is equivalent to 
l the lfp-closure of the nested algebra; 
l the while-closure of the nested algebra.2 
To illustrate the relevance of Theorem 3.7, we observe that in the lfp-closure (as 
well as in the while-closure) of the nested algebra, it is possible to obtain the 
transitive closure with an expression that can be executed in polynomial time. This 
is in sharp contrast with the expression in the powerset algebra which involves the 
powerset operator and therefore requires exponential execution time. This insight 
led us to consider a weaker extension of the nested algebra, the so called restricted 
Ifp-closure of the nested algebra. This language is obtained by allowing the least 
fixpoint operator only on lfp expressions in which neither nest nor unnest do occur. 
Although this language is strictly more expressive than the nested algebra, since it 
can express transitive close, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.8. There is no expression in the restricted lfp-closure of the nested algebra 
that expresses the powerset operator. 
Proof. Let r = (0, w ) be a nested relation and let E(x) be a monotone and increasing 
scheme-preserving expression in which neither nest nor unnest do occur. Let E*(x) 
be the expression defining the least fixpoint of E(x). Then E*(r) is contained in 
the Cartesian product of all relations rr iXI(r) with X an attribute in the scheme 
of r. The theorem follows from this observation and a combinatorial argument 
* To show this equivalence, a minor extension of the powerset algebra is required to deal with the 
undefinedness inherent to never ending while-loops. 
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similar to that needed to differentiate the expressibility of the nested algebra and 
the powerset algebra. q 
We already mentioned in Theorem 3.7 that the powerset algebra can be shown 
to be equivalent to certain extensions of the nested algebra. In addition, it has been 
shown that the powerset algebra is also equivalent to an extension of the flat relational 
calculus [l, 291 and extensions of rule-based languages such as Datalog [l, 8,281. 
In contrast, for the nested algebra, it has only been shown to be equivalent to an 
extension of the flat relational calculus in which only certain range-restricted for- 
mulas are used [l, 361. Since the nested algebra cannot express queries such as the 
transitive closure, it is natural that no extension of Datalog equivalent to the nested 
algebra exists. 
4. Comparing the flat and the nested case 
In this section, we briefly compare results about query languages in the context 
of flat and nested relations (more detailed surveys can be found in [2,7, 12,201). 
In addition, we will give results which further enhance the comparison. 
One of the most important results in relational database theory is Codd’s complete- 
ness result about the equivalence of the relational algebra and calculus [ 151. There- 
fore, not surprisingly, this result was targeted for extension to the nested relational 
model. As already mentioned earlier, it was shown in [ 1,361 that the nested algebra 
is equivalent to a calculus which only uses certain range-restricted formulas, and 
in [l], a calculus was introduced which is equivalent to the powerset algebra. As 
is well known, Codd’s completeness result is one of the corner stones of query 
optimization in the relational model. Unfortunately, it does not appear that the 
generalizations of Codd’s completeness results to the nested relational model serve 
the same purpose. Although Codd’s completeness result for the nested algebra is 
interesting, it only sheds a limited light on query optimization in the nested relational 
model. This is due to the lack of certain algebraic properties of the nested algebra 
operators [ 16,371. Furthermore, Codd’s completeness result for the powerset algebra 
is even less revealing, because it can be argued that studying query optimization 
for a language that allows arbitrary complex queries in the elementary hierarchy 
[24,29] is an ill-posed problem. 
It turns out that Codd-completeness is not the only reasonable notion of complete- 
ness for database query languages. Chandra and Hare1 [9] define the notions of 
BP-completeness and CH-completeness. A language is BP-complete if given two 
instances with certain structural properties, there is a query in that language trans- 
forming one into the other. A language is CH-complete if for each mapping that is 
partial recursive, and preserves automorphisms of the database, there exists a query 
in that language which defines it. As shown by Bancilhon [.5] and Paredaens [24], 
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the relational calculus and the relational algebra are both BP-complete. In [21,40], 
this result was extended to the nested algebra. As an aside, Theorem 3.6 has an 
interesting corollary. 
Theorem 4.1. The nested algebra without dlxerence operator is already BP-complete. 
Proof (sketch). Obviously, the powerset algebra is BP-complete because the nested 
algebra is. It can now be shown that for each relation, its powerset can be computed 
using an (instance dependent) nae in which difference does not occur. The redun- 
dancy of difference in the powerset algebra (Theorem 3.6) then immediately yields 
the desired corollary. q 
We now turn to the CH-completeness of query languages. Chandra and Hare1 [9] 
introduced a query language, called QL, which is CH-complete in the context of 
flat relations. This language is essentially the relational algebra extended with 
programming language constructs such as (untyped) variables, assignment, sequenc- 
ing and looping statements. An analogous result was obtained in [ 171 for a language 
which is along the same lines as QL and encompasses the nested algebra. 
Of course, the inherent computational complexity of CH-complete languages is 
undesirable for several applications. Due to the lack of expressibility of the relational 
calculus (or algebra), several other query languages, most of them extensions of the 
relational calculus, had therefore to be introduced. Among these, one has Datalog 
[39], stratified Datalog [ll, 32,401, the fixpoint closures of the relation algebra [4] 
and calculus [lo], and RQL [lo] (a restricted version of QL in which all variables 
are typed). In Fig. 16, we show the lattice corresponding to the expressibility of 
these query languages. All inclusions are strict, except that it is not known whether 
the fixpoint closures of relational query languages are equivalent to RQL, although 
equivalence would imply that PTIME = PSPACE. 
of the calculus 
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Analogous extensions have been proposed for the nested relational model and 
complex objects: for extensions of Datalog and stratified Datalog see [l, 3,8,28], 
for extensions of the fixpoint closure languages and RQL see [19]. Whereas there 
was a difference of expressibility between query languages in the relational model, 
there is uniformity between these languages in the nested relational model. In fact, 
it can be shown that all these languages have the same expressive power. This 
uniformity points at a fundamental difference between the flat and the nested model. 
To further illustrate this, we show a result related to the least fixpoint closures of 
query languages in the flat and the nested model. 
Definition 4.2. Let r = (0, w) be a relation. Then: 
even(r) = 
I if Ir-1 is even, 
(0,0) otherwise. 
Obviously, a relation r is even if and only if even( r) = r. As pointed out in [ 10, 111, 
this query applied to flat relations cannot be expressed in the least fixpoint closure 
of the flat relational calculus. We have the following, though. 
Theorem 4.3. Let r = (0, w) be a relation. There is an expression in the leastjxpoint 
closure of the nested algebra (and hence, by Theorem 3.7, also a pae) that expresses 
even(r), independent of w. 
Proof. Let cp, and (p2 be permutations on U such that 0,0, = (p,(n) and 0, = ~~(0) 
have no atomic attributes in common. First, consider the expression3 
E,(x) = q2)~f21R(~f2=R,~nlm~ (x x Pn,42(X) x PO,-r2(x)) 
” ~R=R2~R,ZR*(X x Pr2,42(X) xPl2,42(X))) u (in}, (01). 
E,(r) is the relation over (0) that consists of all subrelations of r of even size not 
greater than two. Now let E,(x) be the following expression defined on relations 
with scheme {a}: 
E>(x) = ~{cz}~n,nn,=c,vnl-~n (flf24,(x x Pr2,+n(X) x Pf2,42(X)) 
” ~n=n,(X x Pn,+n(X) x Pf+n(X))) u ({fl), (01). 
Clearly, if s is the relation over (0) consisting of the subrelations of r of even size 
not greater than 2i for some positive integer i, then E2(s) is the relation over {a} 
3 Note that selection on inequality can be expressed by selection on equality followed by com- 
plementation. 
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consisting of the subrelations of r of even size not greater than 4i. Since E,(x) is 
obviously an lfp-expression, we can define 
E3(X) = EfE,(x). 
Then E3(r) is the relation over (0) consisting of all subrelations of r of even size. 
Hence, 
even(x) =~f2~n~n=n,(E3(x) x P+~N(x)). 0 
Theorem 4.3 points out a fundamental difference between the lfp-closures of flat 
and nested relational query languages. On the other hand it turns out that their 
least fixpoint extensions also share some fundamental properties. Indeed, a result 
of Immerman [25] shows that the least fixpoint hierarchy in the flat relational model 
collapses at level one (i.e., only one application of the least fixpoint closure is 
necessary). We now show that this results also holds for the Ifp-closure of the nested 
algebra, in contrast to the noncollapsing powerset hierarchy described by Hull and 
Su [23] and Kuper en Vardi [30]. First though, we need two technical lemmas. 
The first one involves so-called if-then-else queries. Let E,(x), E2(x) and E3(x) 
be naes all having the same input type such that E2(x) and E3(x) have the same 
output type as well. We now define an expression F(x) such that for each relation 
with the appropriate scheme F(r) is defined by the program 
begin 
if E,(r) is not empty 
then 




In [19], Lemma 4.4 has been shown. 
Lemma 4.4. If-then-else queries can be expressed in the nested algebra. 
As for while-loop queries, allowing more elaborate expressions in the test of the 
if-then-else query does not alter the above result. 
In Theorem 3.7, we mentioned the equivalence between the powerset algebra and 
the lfp-closure of the nested algebra, and the while-closure of the nested algebra. 
A closer look at the proof of this theorem in [19] reveals the following corollary. 
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Lemma 4.5. A while-loop query can be simulated by an expression in the lfp-closure 
of the nested algebra in which the leastfixpoint occurs only once. 
We can now show the following. 
Theorem 4.6. In the lfp-closure of the nested algebra, the least jixpoint hierarchy 
collapses at the jirst level. 
Proof. Consider naes F( yr, . . . , y,), G(y), H( y,, . . . , yn) and K(y) whose input 
and output types are given in Table 1. 
Suppose furthermore that both G(y) and K(y) are lfp-expressions. It then makes 
sense to define 
Et-x,, . . . , xm+n-,I = K*H(G*F(x,, . . . , x,1, x,+1,. . . , x,x+,-,). 
In order to prove Theorem 4.6, we have to show that E(x,, . . . , x,,,+,-l) is 
equivalent to an expression in the lfp-closure of the nested algebra in which the 
least fixpoint occurs only once. For convenience of notation, we will assume that 
01,. . . , an+*-I, 0 and R’ are mutually independent, in the sense that they do not 
share atomic attributes. (If not, this can easily be achieved by appropriate renamings.) 
It is our purpose to “encode” both recursions in E(x,, . . . , x,+,-,) into a single 
recursion. Therefore, let E,(x,, . . . , x,+,_, ) be the expression, whose input and 
output types are given in Table 1, defined by 
6(x,, . . . , x,+,-1) = NRX,, . f ., -TM) 
x Nff(GF(x,, . . . , x,x), x,+1,. . . , X,+,-I) 
x N(X,+l) x * . . x N(x,+,-,I. 
Remember N is the operation introduced in Lemma 3.3. We need it to ensure that 
none of the factors in this Cartesian product can make the result of the entire 
expression empty. Next, let F,(y), whose input and output types are given in 
Table 1 
Expression Input type Output type 
F(Y,,...,Y,,*) fl,,...,fL R 
G(Y) R R 
H(Y,,...,Y,,) fk fi R ,n+l,“‘r m+,z--l R’ 
K(Y) 0’ 
E,(x,, , x,,,+,,-,I fi,,...,%+,-, 
F,(Y), WY) IfA fi’, fi fl 1 ,,,+,r~‘~r m+,,-, 
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Table 1, be an if-then-else query such that for all relations r with the appropriate 
scheme, Fi( r) is given by 
(A4 being the operation defined just after Lemma 3.3). By Lemma 4.4, 
Fi(Xi,...,X,+,-1 ) may be considered as an nae. The expression E(x,, . . . , x~+_~) 
is now equivalent to 
~q2p2J3(xl,~ . . , xmtn-1) 
in which F2( y) is a while-loop query of the same input and output types as F,(y), 
such that for each relation r, F2(r) is the final value of s in 
begin 
s := r; 
while (ithin) Z GMncn)(r)) v (Mqn,j(r) # KMrw(r)) 
do 
s := F,(s) 
od; 
end. 
By Lemma 4.5, this while-loop query F,(y) is equivalent to an expression in the 
lfp-closure of the nested algebra in which the least fixpoint occurs only once, yielding 
the desired result. 
In [ 191, it is shown that the powerset operator can be simulated by an expression 
in the lfp-closure of the nested algebra in which the least fixpoint occurs once. In 
order to get a better feeling for the result in Theorem 4.6, we invite the reader to 
write a similar expression for the double powerset (nn(x)), also using least fixpoint 
only once. Since the least fixpoint operation can easily be simulated using a 
while-loop, it immediately follows that the “while-hierarchy” for the nested algebra 
also collapses at the first level. 
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